Skills in the Art Room

**Kindergarten**

**Drawing**
- Identify/draw different lines including thick, thin, curved, straight and interrupted (dotted)
- Recognize and create geometric and organic shapes
- Create pattern by repetition of design

**Painting**
- Learn about and use painting tools in a safe, responsible manner
- Identify Primary Colors: Red, Blue and Yellow
- Identify and create Secondary Colors: Green, Purple and Orange

**Printmaking**
- Use stamping technique with various objects
- Review pattern/repetition
- Learn about and use printmaking tools in a safe, responsible manner

**Construction/Collage**
- Use Glue appropriately; Use scissors appropriately to cut curved & straight lines
- Understand and implement overlapping techniques
- Demonstrate ability to cut, glue, tear, bend, fold, curl and peel paper

**Sculpting**
- Manipulate clay to form a ball; make a coil; flatten; squeeze